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SHOW THE GREEN, BURY THE GRAY:
REDUCING STREET FLOODING IN ELIZABETH, NJ
Daniel Loomis, City of Elizabeth; John Dening and Kirk Barrett, Mott MacDonald

BACKGROUND
The City of Elizabeth, New Jersey experiences localized
street flooding during intense rainstorms, some of which
is chronic. Over the years, the City has been working
diligently on numerous projects to provide relief. The
City’s active redevelopment creates competition for
available space for flood control facilities. Reducing
flooding at affordable cost is challenging, but the City,
along with its consultant Mott MacDonald, found a way
to do so while increasing public green space, which
is in high demand in this dense city. The approach,
dubbed “Green over Gray,” installed gray stormwater
infrastructure underground, covering it with public
green space and green stormwater infrastructure.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
Trumbull Street is a busy street running through
residential and industrial neighborhoods in Elizabeth
(Figure 1). The flooding occurs at a low point near the
intersection of Trumbull Street and 6th Street (Figure
2), damaging property and making travel difficult. The
City’s Emergency Response Facility is situated on
Trumbull Street, making reliable access critical. The
City Fire Director, Patrick Byrnes, noted that prior to the
project, “streets would flood up to 2 feet of water or
more” and that “the companies stationed at this facility
were required to relocate so as not to hinder response.”

Figure 2. Pre-project flooding at Trumbull Street
and East 6th Street.
stormwater runoff from the surrounding drainage area,
reducing flooding.
The neighborhood is served by combined sewers that
carry a mixture of sewage and runoff during wet weather,
sometimes causing combined sewer overflows (CSOs)
into local waterways during storms. The project reduces
overflows by directing a portion of street runoff to rain
gardens constructed above the tank and by capturing
stormwater in the tank during large storms, where it is
stored temporarily. Dewatering pumps are controlled by
level sensors in the combined sewer so that stormwater
is pumped to the sewer only after the danger of an
overflow has passed.
The project created an appealing public green
space and streetscape. The building on the site was
removed, and, except for some electrical equipment
and an emergency generator, the stormwater facility is
hidden underground. The land above the storage tank
integrates meandering sidewalks with attractive green
infrastructure like rain gardens to absorb rain and runoff,
improve water quality from small storms, and beautify
the neighborhood. The public has a new space to enjoy
and learn from interpretive signage about sustainable
urban water management.

FUNDING

Figure 1. Site location and preproject conditions:
Streets surrounding this difficult-to-develop parcel
were frequently flooded.
The City of Elizabeth acquired the property located on
the triangular parcel indicated in Figure 1 and installed
an underground modular tank, completed in mid2020. This facility captures up to one million gallons of
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The project was funded by the New Jersey Water
Bank, which is a partnership between the New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) and
the New Jersey Environmental Infrastructure Trust.
The Water Bank provides loans at below market
rates to municipalities to construct environmental
and infrastructure enhancements. This project also
received $1.67 million in principal forgiveness for green
infrastructure and CSO abatement.
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DESIGN
The goal of the design was to maximize volume of
stormwater capture, subject to the limitation of the site
area and feasible excavation depth of about 20 feet.
The City also wanted aesthetically pleasing surface
landscaping, including rain gardens for demonstration
and public education regarding water sustainability.
Two rain gardens store runoff from 1.25 inches of rainfall
on the approximately 0.4-acre drainage area. This runoff
will receive water quality treatment as it filters through
the soil. Deep infiltration is not possible because the
rain gardens are underlain by the concrete chambers;
therefore, each rain garden has a perforated underdrain
pipe that carries the detained and filtered water to the
sewer. Runoff stored at the surface or filtered through
the soil is delayed in reaching the sewer, reducing
overflows. Each rain garden contains an inlet atop a
riser pipe connected to the underdrain, which prevents
the rain garden from flooding the sidewalks.
The rain gardens are planted with flowering herbaceous
plants including Butterfly Weed, Cardinal Flower, and
Purple Coneflower, attractive to people and pollinators
alike. Several native tree species and shrubs were
specified to provide shade, beauty, and habitat,
including Red Maple, Willow Oak, River Birch, and
Serviceberry, which are tolerant of wet conditions
expected periodically in the rain gardens.
The underground tank was designed as modular
concrete vaults, covering an area of about 18,000
square feet with a tank height of about 10 feet,
providing storage for about one million gallons of water.
The tank extends under Bond Street and 6th Street to
increase tank volume. The chambers were designed for
H20 loading to support vehicles atop. Joints between
modules were sealed by mastic tape. The entire
assembly was wrapped in an impermeable liner to
exclude groundwater. The tank was capped with seven
to ten feet of dense graded aggregate and topsoil to
counter buoyancy force on the vaults.

covers release air as water enters the tank. Since the
water stored in the tank is primarily stormwater runoff
and the tank is dewatered quickly following a storm,
problematic odors are not expected. The tank is
expected to be filled about two or three times per year.
A pretreatment chamber was installed to trap grit before
it enters the tank. Grit trapped in the pretreatment
chamber can easily be removed using a vacuum truck.
Access hatches and manhole covers allow workers to
enter the tank and remove sediment, if needed.
Two 6-inch pumps are used to pump the stored water
into the combined sewer. The pumps have a design flow
of 700 gallons per minute at 15 feet of head, which will
empty the one-million-gallon tank in about 24 hours. A
backup natural-gas generator will operate the pumps
during a power outage.
“Smart infrastructure” was employed to pump only
when sewer capacity is available, so that the water will
be treated at the wastewater treatment plant rather than
contribute to combined sewer overflows. Two sensors
at the downstream regulator overflow weirs measure the
water level and wirelessly transmit this data to pumping
station controls. The pumps will operate only if the
water level is well below the weir, indicating adequate
capacity in the sewer. The pumping station includes an
auto-dialer to report alarms and malfunctions to City
maintenance staff.

CONSTRUCTION
The property was acquired by condemnation, with fair
market value paid to the owner. The project was bid in
2017. Ten bids were received ranging from $5.4 million
to $9.4 million, which agreed well with the engineer’s
estimate of $5.3 million. The contract was awarded to
PM Construction, the low bidder.

To direct stormwater water to the tank, four new type EE
stormwater inlets were installed in Trumbull Street and
four new or reconstructed type D inlets were installed
at curbs. The inlets connected to the tank are raised
slightly above inlets connected to the combined sewer
so that runoff from small storms flows to the combined
sewer and then to the treatment plant. As the storm
intensifies, the water rises and enters inlets leading to
the tank. This preserves storage in the tank for when it
is needed most to reduce flooding.
The tank is filled by gravity without any other controls
for simple and robust operation. Four slotted manhole

Figure 3-A. Placing the stormwater chambers
during construction.
Continued on page 17
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Construction began with removal of the existing
building, followed by excavation. Soil was tested before
and during excavation and was disposed of at approved
facilities in accordance with the testing results.
The contractor chose Old Castle StormCapture®
modular chambers that consisted of top and bottom
pieces. This required redesign of excavation plans,
delaying construction. Figures 3A and 3B show the
process of installing the 157 chambers, which took
about five weeks.
Surface grading, landscaping, and lighting were
completed in 2020 (Figure 4). An interpretive sign in
English and Spanish (Figure 5) was installed to explain
how the rain garden helps protect water quality and
reduce flooding and combined sewer overflows.

Figure 4. Aerial view of the project just after
installation of landscaping in June 2020.
Jonathan Phillips, Executive Director of the local
environmental and community group Groundwork
Elizabeth, said, “areas of Elizabeth experience
chronic street flooding. This project will help reduce
this problem locally, while showcasing a model of
how to reduce flooding and simultaneously providing
much-needed community green space and reducing
combined sewer overflows. We are eager to see this
type of project replicated throughout the city.” Michelle
Doran-McBean, CEO of another community group,
Future City, said, “this project can be a shining example
of how green and gray infrastructure can be combined
to improve the quality of life
Figure 3-B. Overview of stormwater
chamber placement
Construction challenges included tight working
conditions and requirements to minimize disruption in
this high traffic area, including keeping the streets open
and maintaining access to an adjacent service station.
Water, sewer and gas lines were relocated to make
room for the tank.

POST-CONSTRUCTION OPERATION
The ultimate test of any public infrastructure project is
whether it benefits the community. The Trumbull Street
project appears to be doing so. City Councilman William
Gallman, Jr., who represents the area and has lived
there for over 40 years, said he watched as flooding
“became increasingly worse throughout the years,”
but now “flooding has been mitigated and all around
the safety, health and well-being of our constituents
remains great.”
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Figure 5. Bilingual sign explaining
the benefits of a rain garden.
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